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Abstract. We have developed a liver surgery support system that uses two
depth cameras and measures positional relationships between a surgical knife
and a liver in real time. In this report, the overview of our system, the method for
depth camera calibration, the estimation for knife tip positioning, and some
experimental results are described.

1 Introduction

We have developed a new support system for liver surgery based on IT technology. In
our system, the positional relationship between a surgical knife and a liver is measured
in real time. The goals are that warnings such as flashing red lights or alarms indicate to
the surgeons to be careful when the knife comes too close to high risk areas, and that
optimal guides for knife motion are displayed in order to completely remove cancerous
cells and retain a maximal healthy portion of the liver.

2 System Overview

Figure 1 shows the overview of our surgical support system. Before the operation, a 3D
model of a patient’s liver is generated from computed tomographic images. During the
operation, the position of the knife and the patient’s liver are measured by two depth
cameras with different features that are mounted over the operating table. The position,
orientation, deformation, and incision of the liver are calculated by GPGPU
(general-purpose computing on graphics processing units) in real time by matching the
measured liver shape by the depth sensor to the 3D model. Details of this process are
not covered in this report. For further information, refer to [1, 2].

Our system uses two depth cameras with different features. The first is a Micron-
Tracker3 (model H3-60). It is a marker tracking camera system with high precision and
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it is used to measure knife positioning [3]. The detailed specifications for this sensor are
listed in Table 1. The second is a KINECT for Windows v2 sensor. It has middle
precision in depth measurement and wide measuring range and it used to measure the
shape of a liver. These cameras have to be located at a distance and their optical axes
cannot coincide. To transform these coordinate systems, calibration matrix should be
created.

3 Depth Camera Calibration

To calibrate the position and orientation of these two depth cameras, we used different

markers and measured their positions using each sensor. pMT
i ¼ xMT

i yMT
i zMT

i

� �T

and pkinecti ¼ xkinecti ykinecti zkinecti

� �T are 3D coordinates of each marker which are

Fig. 1. System overview of our liver surgery support system

Table 1. Specification of MicronTracker3 H3-60

FOM, spherical section (radius × width × height) 240 × 200 × 160 cm
Measurement rate 16 Hz
Sensor resolution 1280 × 960 pixel
Lenses, H × V 6 mm, 50 × 38

degree
Case dimensions (W × H × D, approx.) 283 × 43 × 49 mm
Weight (approx.) 505 g
Electrical interface, data rate IEEE1394b,

800 Mbps
Accuracy of a single marker (20,000 averaged positions at depths of
40–100 cm)

0.20 mm RMS
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measured by MicronTracker3 and KINECT sensor, and i ¼ 0; . . .;N means marker
identification number. Figure 2 shows the markers used for our calibration. Eight
markers (N ¼ 8) are used in this experiment. They are printed on adhesive printer
sheets and attached to acrylic boxes. By solving the following Eq. (1), the calibration
matrix M is calculated.

M ¼ pkinect1 � � � pkinectN

� �
pMT
1 � � � pMT

N

� ��1 ð1Þ

To acquire a proper and precise matrix, all markers should not be placed in the same
plane and n should be a large number. Marker sizes used in this experiment are
H30 × W50 mm and H40 × W50 mm.

4 Estimation of Knife Tip Position

It is difficult to measure the knife tip position directly and without contact during the
operation because it gets covered in blood and is hidden in the incised portion of the
skin or organ. Therefore, we use a marker attached to the top of the knife. Figure 3

Fig. 2. Markers for depth camera calibration

(a)  Electrosurgical knife (b) Model knife for preliminary experiments 

Fig. 3. Knives with markers
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shows a real electrosurgical knife (a) and a model knife with the markers that we are
developing. To accurately and robustly track the knife, many markers are placed in
each direction.

Before the operation, the relative vector between each marker and the tip has to be
measured. To acquire a relative vector, one must set the tip of the knife to the origin
point pMT

table of the fix marker Ctable on the flat table (Fig. 4). pMT
table is measured by

MicronTracker3. The position pMT
knife and orientation RMT

knife of the marker attached to the
knife Cknife are measured in RMT and are also measured by MicronTracker3. RMT and
Rknife are the coordinate systems of MicronTracker3 and knife, respectively. The rel-
ative vector pkniferel is calculated by

pkniferel ¼ pMT
table � pMT

knife ð2Þ

in Rknife. To convert pkniferel to pMT
rel in RMT,

pMT
rel ¼ RMT�1

knife � pkniferel ð3Þ

Therefore, the knife tip position pMT
tip is calculated by

pMT
tip ¼ R

0MT
knife � pkniferel þ p

0MT
knife ð4Þ

where p
0MT
knife and R

0MT
knife mean the position and orientation of Cknife during the operation.

A point pMT which is measured in RMT can be converted to a point pkinect in the
coordination system of the KINECT Rkinect by using the calibration matrix M derived
in the previous section.

pkinect ¼ M � pMT ð5Þ

Fig. 4. Measuring relative vectors
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5 Experiment and Results

By combining the above calculations, we implemented a pilot study system and con-
ducted preliminary experiments (Figs. 5 and 6). Before we began, we used a 3D printer
to make a life-size model of a liver with a red-colored material. The original data used

Fig. 5. Experimental setup (Color figure online)

Fig. 6. Knife model with markers and liver model made using a 3D printer (Color figure online)
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to create the model liver was taken from a CT (computed tomography) image from a
patient. The model liver was placed on a table and two depth sensors were mounted
above the table and directed downward to capture it.

This system has the ability to give visual and audio warnings. As the tip of the knife
approaches to the liver, and the color of the knife tip on the monitor changes from
green to red (Fig. 7) and the sound frequency increases. These experimental results
showed the feasibility of our system.

(a) Far and safe

(b) Close and needing caution

(c) Too close and dangerous

Fig. 7. Visual alert based on the distance between liver surface and the knife tip. The tip color of
the model knife changes from green to red depending on the distance (Color figure online).
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